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The Click Fraud Problem

Challenge: Distinguishing between clickspam and legitimate clicks,

given the attacker has full knowledge of legitimate

click traffic



Challenges

1. The form and structure of legitimate click traffic is highly variable ---
developing a baseline is non-trivial.

2. Click malware employs stealthy techniques to evade detection
a) adapt to legitimate activity
b) use of  botnets i.e low #clicks/source
c) time-overlapped with legitimate clicks. 

Can we isolate clickspam under these circumstances?
Can we detect traffic that fits the baseline but is malicious?
Can we detect clickfraud using timing information alone?
Can we get the FPR of detection low enough?



Opportunities

Passive (mimicry)

‐ Legitimate click activity has copy-resistance properties

‐ Mimicing introduces redundancy which can be reversed by compression

‐ Consider relative increase in correlation across clickstreams (due to click 
fraud)

Active (bait clicks)

‐ Adding bait clicks to legitimate click traffic

‐ Malware clicks adapt to activity to generate clickspam which can be readily 
isolated



Inference System Architecture

Goals

1. Design generic algorithm 
based on core limitations 
of automated clickspam
generation techniques

2. Isolate both organic and 
non-organic clickspam



Inference System Architecture

Organic Clickspam
‐ Isolate source of 

redundancy
‐ Compression function + 

clustering algorithm
‐ Isolate traffic with 

timing patterns similar 
to past timing patterns.

A timing pattern is an 
ordered ascending sequence 
of time offsets, relative to an 
absolute start time



Inference System Architecture

Non-Organic Clickspam
‐ Same intuition as organic 

clickspam can be leveraged
‐ Verification metric: Low 

entropy timing patterns i.e
<0.5 normailised entropy 
can be clustered together.

‐ Injection of small amounts 
of clickspam are evident, 
when considering traffic 
from multiple devices



Inference Algorithm

Decomposition technique
‐ Partitions click traces into legitimate 

clicks and clickspam
‐ Multi-layer non-negative matrix 

factorization (NMF)

Traffic Matrix
‐ Traffic traces collected from vantage 

point to construct traffic matrix of 
observations

Goal: Decompose input click stream into 
constituent highly sparse timing patterns



Inference Algorithm

Inference algorithm has three steps:

1. Traffic Partitioning
- Nested layers of NMF algorithm 

partition traffic matrix into timing 
patterns.

2. Pooling
- Moving window function
- Reduce sensitivity to 

synchronisation errors from 
timing misalignment

3. Isolation
- Organic clickfraud is characterised 

by repetitive patterns
- Conventional clickfraud is 

characterised by low uncertainty 
(H(x) < 0.5)



Evaluation: Dataset

Collected traffic on backbone routers of uni. campus network

- Recorded 217,334,190 unique ad-clicks between June 2015 and 
November 2017

- We studied 9773 click-malware and 93 clickfraud apps within an 
instrumented environment

- Legitimate clicks were injected into the environment on a per-
malware basis.

- We noted outgoing ad-fetches/clicks.

- Basis for evaluation is a click dataset with legitimate and spam clicks



Evaluation: Passive (Mimicry) defence

Detection rates between 62-99% with low FP rate
• 3 to 66 clicks per 100,000 for high volume and stealthy attacks respectively
• Consistent across ad networks



Evaluation: Passive (Mimicry) defence

Detection rates high in all click categories, across ad networks with low FP rate



Bait-click defence

Ad-network injects bait-clicks with a carefully selected inter-click 
timing pattern (timing watermark) into the attacker’s input, which is 
detected by the ad-network using our technique (watermark 
detector).

Bait clicksAd network



Evaluation: Active (Bait Clicks) defence

• Active defence improves detection rates by almost 10% compared to passive defence
• Reduction in FP is most improved for stealthy attacks



Evaluation: Comparative Study

• Clicktok’s detection rate is similar to existing solutions for high-rate attacks
• Much better FP rate for all attacks

For stealthy attacks, Clicktok significantly outperforms all existing solutions



Limitations

IP aggregation and churn

- Enterprise networks may deploy DMZ or other traffic aggregators
- Impacts extent of attribution
- Malice traced back to aggregator and requires further investigation

- Churn causes similar record-keeping problems
- Impact on detection itself is minimal

Cookies and deletion

- Reliable approach: use cookies instead of source IP to track malice

- Ad networks track clickstreams on per user basis using HTTP sessions

- Cookies can help address churn issues



Conclusion

We applied “deep” NMF decomposition to identify and isolate clickspam, to 
a corpus of malware, testing both passive (mimicry) and active (bait click) 
defences.

Organic clickfraud can be mitigated using a compressive inference technique.

Unified detection of organic and conventional clickfraud is possible.

Timing analysis can play a role in isolating click fraud and particularly in 
reducing the FPR by two orders of magnitude over current state-of-the-art.
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